Team Building Experiences

The Canyon

An immersive and realistic team adventure that takes participants on
an unforgettable learning adventure using America's most popular
scenic wonder as the theme

86% of professionals believe that lack of collaboration and
team work is the main reason for workplace failures
OVERVIEW
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When looking at teams, it often becomes evident that not all team members participate evenly.
Some are quick to share, some prefer to be silent and some are disengaged. Whatever the
challenge, the input or lack of input determines the team’s success.
The Canyon is a team experience that works to ensure that all team members share evenly – or
at least are given the space to share.
Everything we do directly impacts the people around us in a very real way. This experience
opens your eyes to the downstream impact of your decisions and the way those decisions get
amplified by the structure of the organization. Get ready to test the strength of your lines of
consensus and decision making during this team building activity.

OUTLINE
More than the usual consensus-building activities, the creative design of this participant
scenario gives this team experience a distinct advantage over other simulations by supporting
participants throughout the activity with helpful techniques and key learning points.
•
•
•

Creativity and Problem Solving
Collaboration
Teamwork

•
•
•

Leadership
Conflict Resolution
Consultation

The Canyon was researched and written on location and by seasoned Grand Canyon guides
and experiential learning specialists. Additionally, The Canyon learning experience includes
interrelated activities on problem solving, collaboration, and consensus decision making, which
makes the program extremely flexible.

OUTCOMES
•
•
•
•
•

Adapt leadership and team approach to suit the activity
Take responsibility and then engage in generating solutions and ideas
Avoid disaster through effective communicating and planning
Spark creativity when generating ideas and actions
Practice and use various strategies to communicate effectively

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK
"This experience offers incredible insight into how we really communicate at work. It’s great
stuff we can put into action immediately."
Let’s build your team for - fast-tracking, fundamentals or fun - today!
Have some questions, special requests or need a quote?
Call our Team Specialists to get started.
(905) 477-5544
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